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0. INTRODUCTION

0.1 Let {M, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension n (n > 2) with smooth
boundary did, Let S and Ate denote its scalar curvature function and its Ricci curvature
tensor field, respectively. Let vs and at denote respectively the volume elements of g on
M and dM. In a recent issue of this review [9], R. Schoen has proved the following.

Theorem A Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension n{n > 3)
with smooth boundary dit. Let U be a confonnal vector field on M. Then the following
identity

f [LuS)Va = -Jl- f(0.2)

holds. Here Lu denotes the Lie derivative in the direction of U and v is the inward unit
normal vector to dM.

0.3 Notice that J.P. Bourguignon and the author obtained earlier [3, Theorem 11.9]
the identity (0.2) for compact manifolds (without boundary) as a necessary condition for a
function to be the scalar curvature of a metric within a given conforms! class. The identity
(0.2) has also been shown by S. Pohozaev [8] in the case where M is a bounded domain
in It" and U is the radial confarmal vector field r-jfc, where r = \x\, for % = (x i . . .«„)
in H". J.L. Kasdan and F. Warner [6] had rediscovered (0.2) in the case where (M,g) is
(£", can), that is the standard unit n-sphere in IRn+' and U is a purely confonnal vector
field, that is, the gradient of a first spherical harmonic.

0.4 In two other recent issues of this same review, J.F. Escobar J4j first, and then
Kasdan [5] successfully used Pohosaev's form and a modified Kazdan-Wanier for of (0.2),
respectively, for studying some types of partial differential equations.

0.5 Thus the identity (0.2) has a long history, but this is however limited to some special
situations. In this short paper, by using tensor cakuius, we want to point out that the
formula (0.2) and the similar ones can be derived from a universal identity. This new
identity appears as a generalization of the divergence theorem. As a new application of
our identity we obtain a necessary condition for a symmetric (0,2) tensor field to be the
Ricci curvature tensor of a metric on a compact manifold with constant scalar curvature.

1. THE MAIN LEMMA

1.1 For a symmetric (0,2) tensor field T over (Af, g), the divergence of T is defined to
be the 1-form given by

(1.2) <kvT{X) = {Detr)(e,, Jf), for all vector fields X
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where (eu ...,«„) is an orthomonnal frame field on M and D denotes the Levi-OiviU
connection of g. In (1.2) and the rest of the paper, summation is understood with respect
to repealed indices.

1.3 Lemma (Main lemma)

Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian n-manifold with smooth boundary dhi.
For every symmetric (0,2)-tenaor field T over hi and for any vector field X, the following
identity

= -\f g(T,Lxg)vu-[
i Jht Jo

(1.3) / ()% \ f ( u [
Ju i Jht Jou

holds. (Here v denotes the inward unit normal vector field to dM).

1.4 Remarks

(i) When the boundary is empty, identity (1.3) just expresses the well-known fact
that the formal adjoint of div with respect to the I? inner product, is the operator div'
defined on the space of 1-forms by <K»*(JClr) = -\Lx9- (Here we used h to denote the
index lowering operator for the metric g.)

(ii) Taking T = g in (1.3), one gets the usual divergence theorem by noticing that
divg - 0 and g(g, Lxg) = 2divX.

iii) In the same way, putting T = <f>g, X = Vi> and then T = i>g, X = Vtp in
(1.3) where V denotes the gradient operator for the metric g, i> and f are two smooth
functions on hi, we obtain the Green formula, namely

/
Ju

= /
JatJu JBU

(Here A denotes the Laplacian acting on smooth functions for the metric g.)

Proof of Lemma 1.8

Let («i,... tn) be an orthoromal frame field on (hi, g) such that Dex = ... Den =
0. Then for any vector field X, we have

where # is the index uppering operator for g, so that T(ti)* is the vector field associated,
by duality, to the 1-form T{ti) defined by T(ti)(X) = T(n, X).

On the other hand, we have

g{T,Lxg={Lxg){ti,ti)T{titti)

= g{Dc,X, T^, <, ,, DCSX)

= 2g(DtlX,T(ti)*)

)*) - 2g(X, D

\g{T, Lxg) = ti9(X,

Therefore using (1.5) we get

(1.6)

But for each i, one has

«g(

since div(ii) = 0.

Hence we have each *

where j denotes the contraction operator.

By Stokes' theorem and using (1.6), one has

)vv = ~\! g{T,

As is well known, (see [7j, p. 206, for instance)

UlfJ 'ilou ~ "»("• **)*»

(we recall that v denotes the inward unit normal to

Finally, we therefore obtain

g{X,
•> « )

= ~\ [ S{T, Lxg)vtt - f g(X,
*Ju hu

2 JU

which completes the proof.
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2. FURTHER APPLICATIONS

2.1 Let S be the scalar curvature function of (M, g). If in (1.3) we set

T = Ric - - (n > 3)

(that is the tracefree part of the Rtcci curvature tensor field) and we assume that X is any
confonnal vector field on (M, g), then we obtain the identity (0.2) due to Schoen and the
identity (11,9) of [3] in the case where dM = <j>. Indeed, one has

~ LXS

and

= -(divX)trll(T)=0

where tra is the trace operator for the metric g

2.2 Theorem

Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold without boundary with constant

scalar curvature. Then for every smooth function <f> and any Killing vector field X, we

have

f Ric(V<p,X)Vll =(2.2)

where V and vv denote the gradient operator and the volume element for g, respectively.

2.3 This theorem derives from the following

2.4 Lemma

Let [M, g) be a compact Riemannian n-diraensional manifold with constant scalar
curvature with smooth boundary dM. For every smooth function ift on W, let Hv denote
the Hessian of tp. Then for any vector field X and every function <p on hi, the following
identity

(2.4) [
au

holds. Here <rv denotes the volume element of g restricted to dM.

Proof By main lemma 1.3, we just need to prove that for every function y>, one has

<UvH*{X) = -(d(A<p){X) - Ric(V<p, X)) for any vector field X.

Given a symmetric (0.2) tensor field T over M, let g(t) be the variation of metrics
on (Af, g) such that g(0) = g and ^ff(t) | ( = 0 = T. Set

where 5(t) denotes the scalar curvature of g(t).

It is well known (see [l], p. 64, for a proof) that

T(T) = A(tr,T) + *«((A-»r)*) - g(T, Ric)

A straightforward computation shows that 7*, the formal adjoint of 1, is given by

(2.5) 7*(f) = (Ap)j - Ric + H* for every function tp

Moreover, from ([27], p. 385) one has 70 ( - l L x j ) = -llxs, for any vector field
on [id, g) where S is the scalar curvature of g. Therefore, since S is constant, 70 (^Lxg) =
0 no that div o 7* = 0, that is, by (2.5) and (1.2)

divHv(X) - <Uv{pRic){X) - div(A<fig)(X)

= Ric{V<p,X)-d(Aip)(X),

for every vector field X, which completes the proof.
D

Proof of Theorem 2.2 Since dM = 4> and X is assumed to be a Killing vector field,

the right hand side of (2.4) vanishes and also Ju d(Ap)(X)t»v = 0, hence we get (2.2)
D
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